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Abstract—With the accumulation of data on the Internet and
progress in representation learning techniques, knowledge priors
learned from a large-scale knowledge base has been increasingly
used in probabilistic topic models. However, it is challenging to
learn interpretable topics and a discriminative event representa-
tion based on multi-modal information. To address these issues,
we propose a knowledge priors- and max-margin-based topic
model for multi-modal social event analysis, called the KGE-
MMSLDA, in which feature representation and knowledge priors
are jointly learned. Our model has three main advantages over
current methods: (1) It integrates additional knowledge from
external knowledge base into a unified topic model in which the
max-margin classifier, and multi-modal information are exploited
to increase the number of event descriptions obtained. (2) We
mined knowledge priors from over 74,000 web documents. Multi-
modal data with these knowledge priors are then incorporated
into the topic model to increase the number of coherent topics
learned. (3) A large-scale multi-modal dataset (containing 10
events, where each event contained approximately 7,000 Flickr
pages) was collected and has been released publicly for event topic
mining and classification research. In comparative experiments,
the proposed method outperformed state-of-the-art models on
topic coherence, and obtained a classification accuracy of 85.1%.

Index Terms—Knowledge Embedding, Multi-Modal, Topic Co-
herence, Event Classification.

I. INTRODUCTION

W Ith the widespread popularity of social networking
sites, social media data are growing rapidly. The devel-

opment of mobile Internet and digital photography has made
it more convenient for people to report events and express
their opinions anytime and anywhere, and this has led to
an explosion of data on social media sites. When an event
occurs (e.g., a football match, an accident on a highway, or
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Fig. 1. Demonstration of multi-modal and multi-class properties of social
events in Flickr.

an Apple release conference), an increasing amount of multi-
media content (e.g., text, image, and video) is uploaded to
social media sites by users. Because social event analysis is
a type of data-driven process, the huge user-contributed data
are extremely helpful and important for obtaining accurate
analysis results. However, as users have become the producers
and disseminators of data, user-contributed data have become
unstructured and noisy, and it is difficult for researchers to use
them for social events analysis. Organizing numerous social
media data and analyzing social hotspot events automatically
are particularly helpful for improving event analysis.

Recently, social event analysis has granered the interest of
researchers in multi-media analysis, such as for social event
detection [1], [2], [3], [4], event tracking [4], and event mining
[5]. There are three main challenges in social event analysis.

(1) A social event is multi-modal. Traditional social
event analysis tasks, such as event tracking and topic mining,
involve a single modality, and do not make full use of multi-
modal information (e.g., text descriptions and images). On the
Internet, social media consists of rich unstructured data with
multiple modalities that can complement one another. They
help express the complete meaning of social event analysis
[6], [7], [8]. For instance, when a new event appears in the
web society, different media sites report it from different
perspectives. The report text description may be different, but
the visual information is often similar.

Considering that past studies have focused on single-modal-
based social event analysis [9], [10], [11], it is useful to
analyze multi-modal event data in a uniform model.

(2) A social event involves prior knowledge. Many entities
of social events are freely available in general knowledge
bases, and social event data typically contain some important
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entities, such as people and locations, that may be encoded
in these knowledge bases, such as Wikipedia1 and Freebase2.
For example, the text in Fig. 1 contains entities (e.g., al-
Assad, Muslims of Syria, horizontal triple jump, and athlet-
ics) that can be represented as entity pairs in a knowledge
base (e.g., a Wikipedia dataset). We consider the must-link
relations between these entities in knowledge base as prior
knowledge. A knowledge graph is embedded into a low-
dimensional continuous vector space in which the inherent
structure and certain properties of a large-scale knowledge
base are preserved. Specifically, the points indicate entities
in vector space, and a single edge for a given pair of entities
indicates their relation. Knowledge entity pairs can directly
capture the structural information of the original knowledge
base, which can be used as a kind of knowledge prior for
social event analysis.

(3) A social event has the multi-class property. For ex-
ample, Fig.1 shows two multi-modal social events containing
titles, descriptions, tags, and images. Class label information
can be used for discriminative feature representation to analyze
social events. Therefore, exploiting a model that fuses multi-
modal and multi-category information with prior knowledge
can help with social event analysis. Many recent studies have
explored explored multi-modal information on social media,
and proposed methods based on the topic model for social
event analysis. For example, Corr-LDA [12] is pioneering
research on using relations images of between events and their
text descriptions at the topic level. However, these approaches
use unsupervised topic models, which cannot use labels to
obtain discriminative representations for social event analysis.
To address this limitation, some researchers have integrated
feature representation learning with discriminative classifiers
to obtain a unified classification model [13], [14], [15], [16],
[17], [18]. A supervised LDA model was proposed in [18],
that uses the continuous response value of linear regression
to predict new documents. Wang et al. [19] built a model
to represent a discriminative image feature by combining
generated topics.

However, the above studies use only softmax regression to
relate supervised information with data representations, which
yields suboptimal classification results. Moreover, some tradi-
tional methods without prior knowledge often generate topics
that are difficult to interpret. Topic model-based knowledge is
a new research area that has potential for use in event mining.
The relevant methods exploit the low-dimensional continuous
vector of entities in the knowledge graph, which helps retain
the internal structure and certain properties of a large-scale
knowledge base. Andrzejewski et al. [20] proposed topic-in-
set knowledge to add partial supervision to latent Dirichlet
allocation(LDA). The authors of Ref. [21] proposed a fold-all
framework to extend topic-in-set knowledge in which first-
order logic is used to specify general knowledge. In [22],
human knowledge and the topic model were integrated, and
a Probase-LDA on probabilistic knowledge was designed to
boost topic coherence performance. Although current models

1https://dumps.wikimedia.org/
2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freebase

combine prior knowledge and the topic model using different
approaches, they do not consider large-scale triple-oriented
knowledge graphs.

We propose a knowledge and max-margin based topic
model (KGE-MMSLDA) for multi-modal event classification
and analysis, where the topic model and knowledge entity
priors are combined. Our proposed KGE-MMSLDA explicitly
models multimedia documents with knowledge that is auto-
matically learned from a pre-existing knowledge graph. In
Section IV, experimental results show that KGE-MMSLDA
extracts more coherent topics than other compared methods.
Moreover, we introduce the max-margin classifier as a regular-
ization term to the topic model. Specifically, the max-margin
classifier and KGE-MMSLDA model are integrated into a
united generative model that is more conducive to the opti-
mizing model of event analysis. For feature representation, we
design multi-modal feature representation where prior knowl-
edge is integrated into the training process of the latent topic
relevance. In the classifier design, the max-margin classifier
is used for social event classification because it is a powerful
discriminant classifier. Specifically, Gibbs sampling is used in
the training of the KGE-MMSLDA. We empirically evaluated
our proposed model through topic coherence and social event
classification on an empirical dataset. Both qualitative and
quantitative results show its effectiveness. Our study makes
the following contributions:
• A unified framework(KGE-MMSLDA) is proposed where

knowledge priors and a max-margin topic model are
integrated for multi-modal social event analysis.

• The KGE-MMSLDA model uses prior knowledge mined
from external knowledge base and supervised information
as part of the regularization to output a reasonable rep-
resentation and coherently mined topics for social event
classification.

• No public dataset is available for multi-media analysis
research. We collected a large-scale multi-media dataset
called HFUT-mmdata3 for public social event analysis
research. We conducted experiments on it to verify that
our KGE-MMSLDA outperforms current topic models.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: We
first discuss related work in Section II and present the details
of KGE-MMSLDA and its optimization process in Section III.
We report the experimental results in Section IV. In Section V,
we offer the conclusions of this study and highlight avenues
for future work in the area.

II. RELATED WORK

Social Event Analysis: Social event analysis has attracted
considerable attention from researchers in multimedia analysis.
A well-designed event classification model can help boost the
performance of event classification tasks. In general, a social
event analysis algorithm consists of two processes: feature
representation and classifier training. Early event classification
methods considered these processes as separate [23], [24].
Blei et al. [23] used the LDA to learn the text representation

3http://scholarhub.cn/ScholarHubProject/MMTM/HFUT-mmdata.zip,
HFUT stands for HeFei University of Technology
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for text classification. Qian et al. proposed a multi-modal event
topic model, that models social media documents and learns
text image correlations to separate topics in text representation
from those not in it [25]. Gao et al. [26] proposed a deep
learning-based approach to perform for event classification
using microblogs. The above methods mainly focused on event
feature design, that is used to train the classifier separately.
However, they do not integrate event feature representation
and classifier training into a unified model. Many supervised
models have been proposed to improve social event classifica-
tion by introducing a classifier to the topic model [15], [16],
[18], [27].

Simon et al. [16] proposed a model called the DiscLDA
that applies a class-related linear transformation to mixed
topic proportions. Blei et al. [18] introduced a supervised
LDA (sLDA) to associate categorical information with each
document that jointly models documents and supervised infor-
mation. In [28], two supervised topic models were proposed
to solve event classification and regression problems. They ac-
count for heterogeneity and biases among different annotators
that are encountered in practice when learning from crowds.

The above supervised methods calculate the probability that
a document belongs to each event class using maximum likeli-
hood estimation, and the classification is regarded as a process
of maximum voting that ignores the powerful discriminative
classification algorithm. Recently, researchers have noticed
this problem, and some powerful discriminative classifiers
have been exploited for social event classification [19], [29],
[30]. Wang et al. [19] improved the LDA model using a
max-margin classifier for the image classification task. Zhu et
al. [29] proposed an alternative approach by considering a new
max-margin loss to jointly model the max-margin classifier
and feature representation learning for multi-class and multi-
label text classification. However,the max-margin methods in
[19], [29] focus on text or images separately, where multi-
modal information in social media data is often ignored.
Unlike these models, in this study, supervised information
and multi-modal information of social events is unified in
a framework in which multi-modal event representation is
learned using a discriminative max-margin classifier.

Topic Model: Topic models have been researched for many
years, and are proved to be effective for modeling social
events.

By learning document representation, the traditional LDA
[23] solves the problem of topic mining and text categoriza-
tion. Many improvements on the proposal in [23] have been
made, such as [13], [17], [18], [31] and [32].Bao et al. [17]
proposed a partial sLDA model for cross-domain learning, and
in [33], a hierarchical sLDA was presented for a hierarchical
multi-media data structure.

The above methods are useful for mining document infor-
mation for social events. However, only text information is
considered in these methods, and other modal information
has been ignored. To address the above issues, researchers
have proposed methods that make full use of the multi-modal
properties of documents[34], [35]. Prabhudesai et al. proposed
an extended LDA topic model where the topics are represented
using the Gaussian mixture models [36]. In [34], an improved

multi-modal LDA model using a topic regression technique
was designed to capture correlations between visual features
and annotation text for image and video annotation tasks.
In [37], Qian et al. proposed a multi-modal sLDA (MMsLDA)
for social event classification that can jointly learn textual and
visual topics across multi-modal social media data.

Recently, researchers have attended to topic models with
domain knowledge to clarify the interpretation of the generated
topics. The work in Ref. [38] develops a knowledge-based
topic model by incorporating knowledge graph embedding into
it for topic mining and document classification. In a similar
spirit, our KGE-MMSLDA model combines knowledge entity
priors and the multi-modal topic model to jointly learn event
representation and the classifier in a unified framework. The
work in Ref. [20] first combines domain knowledge with the
LDA model and then uses the Dirichlet forest prior to encoding
the two basic types of domain knowledge (must-links and
cannot-links). Knowledge graph embedding is a new research
area in which the entities and relationships of a knowledge
graph are embedded into continuous vectors [39], [40], [41],
[42], [43]. To automatically learn word correlation knowledge
topic modeling with automatically generated must-links and
cannot-links (AMC) was proposed in [44] to improve topic
modeling in each domain. To achieve the goal of interpretation,
[45] proposed a hierarchical topic model, called the graph-
sparse LDA model using “controlled structured vocabular-
ies.” The work in [22] designed an integrated model, called
Probase-LDA, where probabilistic knowledge and the topic
model are combined to mine useful topics from multi-media
documents. In [46], an extended multi-nomial model was
proposed to improve performance, where latent embedding
vectors were applied to a large corpus. By replacing the
traditional multi-nomial distribution of the LDA model with
the Gaussian distribution, [47] used Euclidean distance to cal-
culate the similarity among word vectors to capture semantic
regularities in language.

Visual Feature Extraction: The development of deep
neural networks (DNNs) has made them prominent in com-
puter vision. Krizhevsky et al. [48] proposed a large and
deep convolutional neural network to classify images in
the ImageNet dataset and won first place in the ImageNet
LSVRC-2012 contest. In [49], an architecture with very small
convolution filters and very deep networks was designed,
where this demonstrated the importance of depth in visual
representations. Recently, most researchers have focused on
ways to increase the depth of convolution networks. However,
the increasing depth of networks leads to gradients vanishing
or exploding, which makes the networks difficult to train. In
[50], He et al. proposed a deep residual learning framework
with a depth of up to 152 layers that was easy to optimize
and achieved good performance. Because of the efficiency
of the residual connection, Gao et al. [51] introduced direct
connections to every layer in the network and proposed an
architecture called DenseNet that can achieve state-of-the-art
performance with few parameters and little computation. The
work in [52] focused on the relations between feature maps
and proposed the “squeeze-and-excitation” block to capture
the interdependencies between channels that can be simply
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Fig. 2. Framework of the KGE-MMSLDA model for social event classifica-
tion.

integrated into CNN architectures to yield better performance.
Our KGE-MMSLDA model is a generic framework that

incorporates the aforementioned visual feature extraction tech-
niques. In our implementation, for computational efficiency,
AlexNet in [48] is used to generate visual feature vectors.

III. PROPOSED MODEL

In this section, we define the problem to tackle here and
describe the training of our proposed model.

A. Problem Definition

It is important to be able to automatically analyze a social
event because multi-media data on the Internet are massive in
size and confusing in their variety. During the collection of
our HFUT-mmdata dataset, a number of social events are first
defined, and images and text belonging to each event were
downloaded from well-known websites, such as Flickr. We
consider the image and its text description to be a document.
In this study, two modalities, image and text, were used for
learning.

To depict multi-media information, we used a traditional
bag-of-words model to represent the text [23], and a similar
data structure was used for images.

A document presentation was converted into a word count
vector, where the word order and its context cues were
ignored. Let D = {(d1,y1),(d2,y2), . . . ,(dM,yM)} be a set of
multi-media documents, where d denotes each document that
consists of two modalities d = {w,v}, where w and v, represent
the text and image inputs, respectively and yi denotes the
event class number of a given document. Its value is in the
range [1,L], where L denotes the number of event classes. The
proposed KGE-MMSLDA is a general framework that can be
expanded conveniently to exploit data from more modalities.
Moreover, the knowledge base G is introduced to the KGE-
MMSLDA a priori to improve performance.

We detail the framework of the KGE-MMSLDA model in
the following subsection:

B. Unified Framework of KGE-MMSLDA

The framework of the proposed KGE-MMSLDA model has
two aspects:(1) a knowledge-based topic model that learns a

probabilistic distribution over latent topics for the given doc-
uments with prior knowledge, and (2) a delicate classifier in
which max-margin theory is used and supervised information
is considered during the training phase.

1) KGE-MMSLDA Model: We propose a knowledge-based
topic model that is designed to mine latent topics from multi-
modal data and learn the representation of a multi-media event
using probabilistic distributions over the found topics. In the
KGE-MMSLDA, knowledge entity pairs and multiple modal
information are incorporated into a unified model. All text
words, image words, and entities are sampled in the same topic
space. Specifically, documents that consist of multi-modal data
and knowledge entity priors are mined from a large-scale
knowledge base.

Typically, most documents on the Internet consist of both
visual content and corresponding text. To better represent doc-
uments and learn text image correlations, we propose a multi-
modal topic model that mines correlations between visual and
textual contents. Moreover, the proposed model incorporates
knowledge priors into multi-modal topic modeling by taking
knowledge entities as another input to the model to guide the
traditional topic model to discover more coherent topics.

Knowledge entity embedding is a useful method to embed
entities and relations inside the knowledge base into contin-
uous vectors where original knowledge is preserved. Each
entity is considered as a high-dimensional point in the vector
space and each relation as an operation over the entities. When
sampling an entity, the model automatically searches for the
entity from the knowledge base. For example, when the word
”Trump” is sampled, the model obtains the corresponding
entity embedding from the knowledge base in which this
entity may be spatially similar to the topic ”politics.” Recent
advances in modeling continuous entity embeddings [38] have
shown that entity embedding lies on a unit sphere and vMF
distribution to model it instead of a multivariate Gaussian
distribution [53] makes the inference much more efficient. The
probability density function of the vMF distribution is

f (x|µ,κ) =Cl (κ)exp
(
κµT x

)
=

κ0.5l−1

(2π)0.5lI0.5l−1 (κ)
exp
(
κµT x

)
(1)

where x ∈ Rl lies on an l−1 dimensional sphere, u is the
average vector and κ denotes the inverse of the variance of
the training set. Ia (b) denotes the modified Bessel function of
the first type for order a and argument b.

In this article, the result of our knowledge mining is a set
of word pairs < w1,w2 >, which are frequently co-occurred.
During the sampling phase of textual words, we simply set
the topic assignment of w1 to w2 since the two words often
appear together.

Fig. 2 shows the graphical representation of the KGE-
MMSLDA, where the shaded nodes are observed variables
and unshaded nodes are latent variables.

Let E = {d1,d2, . . . ,dM,G} be a collection of event docu-
ments, where M is the number of input documents. For each
multi-media document d = {wd ,vd}, wd , and vd denote textual
and visual words, respectively. G = {e1,e2, ...,eNG} denotes
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the set of knowledge entities, edm denotes the embedding of
the m-th entity in document d, and NG denotes the number
of entities. The KGE-MMSLDA can be considered a two-
layer model with a topic layer and a word layer. In the topic
layer, topic k is considered a K-dimensional multi-nomial
distribution of document d. In the word-layer, textual word
w and visual word v are considered Dw-dimensional and Dv-
dimensional multi-nomial distributions, respectively, of topic
k, where Dw and Dv are the respective sizes of the textual and
visual vocabulary.

Accordingly, in the KGE-MMSLDA, we generate document
d using the following steps:

1. For document d, draw θd |α∼ Dir
(
αθd

)
.

2. For visual topic k ∈ {1,2, ...,K}, draw φv
k|αφv

k
∼

Dir
(

αφv
k

)
.

3. For each textual topic k ∈ {1,2, ...,K},
(1) draw φw

k |αφw
k
∼ Dir

(
αφw

k

)
;

(2) draw µk ∼ vMF (µ0,C0); and
(3) draw κk ∼ logNormal

(
m,σ2

)
.

4. For visual word vd in document d,
(1) draw a topic zv

d |θd ∼Mult (θd); and
(2) draw a word vd |zv

d ,φ
v ∼Mult

(
φv

zn

)
.

5. For textual word wd in document d,
(1) draw a topic zw

d |θd ∼Mult (θd); and
(2) draw a word wd |zw

d ,φw ∼Mult
(
φw

zn

)
.

6. Draw class label yd |zd ∼max−marg in(z̄d ,η)

In the above, θd denotes the distribution of topics in the
documents, φv

k and φw
k denote the multi-nomial distributions

of topic-specific k over visual word v and textual word w, η

denotes class coefficients learned by the max-margin classifier,
z̄d denotes the empirical ratio of topics that appear in the
textual or visual modality to the total number of topics in
the given document d.

As shown in Fig. 2, textual topic zw
d and visual topic zv

d
are sampled from the same topic distribution θ(d). In the
generative process of a document, text and image information
are processed independently, and the topic distribution(θ) and
word distribution(φ) are updated consequently. For the event
class label, we use the max-margin classifier in the KGE-
MMSLDA to jointly learn feature representation.

For textual input, our KGE-MMSLDA model considers
the learning phase of the parameters in event class c as a
single task; thus, there are L tasks, where L is the number of
event types. Similarly, there are L tasks for the visual input.
Consequently, there are I = 2 ·L tasks in the KGE-MMSLDA,
and the linear discriminative function of each task i, i ∈ I is
defined as:

Fi(ηi,zi;wi,vi) = η
T
i zi (2)

where z represents feature vectors of the topic assignment used
to couple the topic model and max-margin classifier.

The probability of the max-margin classifier in the topic
model is similar to that in [29]. As in that method, we use
η as random variables to perform Bayesian estimation by

transforming the classifier into a probabilistic distribution,
which is formulated as:

ϕi
(
yi

d |zd ,η
)
= exp

(
−2cmax

(
0,T − yi

dη
T
i z̄i

d
))

=
∫

∞

0

1√
2πλi

d

exp(−
(λi

d + cζi
d)

2

2λi
d

)dλ
i
d (3)

where λ denotes the augmented variables and i is the index
of the learning task. According to the above definition, the
normalized posterior distribution of the KGE-MMSLDA is
formulated as

q(η,λ,z,θ,φw,φv)

=
p0 (η,z,θ,φw) p(w,v,e|z,φw,φv)ϕ(y,λ|z,η)

ψ(y,w,v,e)
(4)

where ψ(y,w,v,e) is a normalized constant. p0 (η,z,θ,φw)
is the prior distribution, p(w,v,e|z,φw,φv) is the conditional
probability of the generation process, and ϕ(y,λ|z,η) is the
posterior distribution that indicates the category information.

2) Model inference: In this part, collapsed Gibbs sampling
is used to infer the joint posterior probability to sample the
latent topic assignments zw

d , zv
d in the KGE-MMSLDA. The

basic idea of collapsed Gibbs sampling is to integrate out the
model parameters as a joint probability distribution. During
sampling process, the new values of the latent variables are
iteratively updated according to the previous states of the
conditional distributions.

The conditional probabilities of latent variables zw
d , zv

d, η,
and λ are formulated as below and the derivations of zw

d and
zv

d are detailed in the Appendix.
zw

d sampling process:

p
(

zw
d = k|zw

¬(d),w,v,e,η,λ
)

∝

(
n¬(w)d,k +α

)
∑

K
k=1

(
nw

d,k +α

)
(

n¬(w)k,t +βw

)
∑

Dw
t=1 (nk,t +βw)

·

L

∏
i=1

exp

yi
dc(cT +λi

d)ηi,k−
2Nw

d −2
Nw

d
Λi

d,nηi,k− c2

2Nw
d

η2
i,k

Nw
d λi

d

 (5)

where n¬(w)d,k is the number of textual words assigned to the
latent topic k of document d, except the current textual word
w, nw

d,k is the number of textual words assigned to the latent

topic k of document d, n¬(w)k,t is the number of textual words
t of topic k appearing in all documents excluding the current
word w. nk,t is the number of textual words t of topic k that
appear in all documents.α and βw are priors of the Dirichlet
distribution and

Λi
d,n =

1
Nd−1

K
∑

k=1
ηi,knd,¬(n) denotes the discriminant function

value of the words excluding the current word n.
As shown in (5), each task i influences each latent topic zw

d ,
which means that all the feature modalities are influenced by
one another.
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zv
d sampling process:

p
(

zv
d = k|zw

¬(d),w,v,e,η,λ
)

∝

(
n¬(v)d,k +α

)
∑

K
k=1

(
nv

d,k +α

)
(

n¬(v)k,t +βv

)
∑

Dv
t=1 (nk,t +βv)

·

L

∏
i=1

exp

yi
dc(cT +λi

d)ηi,k−
2Nv

d−2
Nv

d
Λi

d,nηi,k− c2

2Nv
d

η2
i,k

Nv
dλi

d

 (6)

where n¬(v)d,k is the number of visual words assigned to the
latent topic k of document d excluding current visual word
v, nv

d,k is the number of visual words of topic k of document

d; n¬(v)k,t is the number of visual words t of topic k excluding
the current visual word v that appear in all documents, nk,t
is the number of visual words t of topic k that appear in all
documents and α and βv are priors of the Dirichlet distribution.

ze
d sampling process:

p
(

ze
dn = k|ze

¬(dn),w,v,e¬(dn),α,µ0,C0,m,σ
)

∝

(
n¬(e)d,k

)
∑

K
k=1

(
ne

d,k

) ·
CL (κk)

CL

(∥∥∥κk ∑i6=dn,ze
i =k ei +C0µ0

∥∥∥)
CL

(∥∥∥κk ∑i:ze
i =k ei +C0µ0

∥∥∥) (7)

p(κk|κ¬k, ...)

∝
CL (C0)CL(κk)

ne
k

CL

(∥∥∥κk ∑i:ze
i =k ei +C0µ0

∥∥∥) · logNormal
(
κk|m,σ2) (8)

where ze
¬(dn) denotes the topic assignments for all entities

except edn; e¬(dn) denotes the embedding of all entities, except
edn; n¬(e)d,k denotes the number of entities assigned to latent
topic k except the current entity e, and κk is drawn from
the log-normal distribution. We first sample κk samples from
logNormal

(
κk|m,σ2

)
, and then sample the final κk from them.

µ0,C0,m, and σ denote the hyper-parameters that control the
corresponding vMF parameters µk and κk.

ηi sampling process:

p(η|z,λ) =
I

∏
i=1

p(ηi|zi,λi) =
I

∏
i=1

N
(
ηi;µη

i ,Σ
η

i
)

(9)

where the mean matrix and covariance matrix are written as
follows:

µη

i = Σ
η

i

(
c

D

∑
d=1

yi
d

λi
d + cT

λi
d

z̄i
d

)
(10)

Σ
η

i =

(
1

σ2 I + c2
∑
d

z̄i
d z̄i,(T)

d

λi
d

)−1

(11)

λi
d sampling process:

p
(
λ

i
d |zi

d ,η
)

∝
1√

2πλi
d

exp

(
−
(
λi

d + cςi
d

)2

2λi
d

)
(12)

= GIG
(

λ
i
d ;

1
2
,1,c2(ςi

d)
2
)

(13)

where GIG(x; p,a,b) is the generalized inverse
Gaussian distribution, and GIG(x; p,a,b) =
C (p,a,b)xp−1 exp

(
− 1

2

( b
x +ax

))
.

C. Classification of a Multi-media Social Event

Following Gibbs sampling, we can estimate the parameters
φw,φv and θd of the textual and visual modalities as in [54].

φ
w
k,t =

nw
k,t +βw

∑
Dw
p=1 (n

w
p,k +βw)

(14)

φ
v
k,t =

nw
k,t +βv

∑
Dv
p=1 (n

v
p,k +βv)

(15)

θ
w
d,k =

(nw
d,k +α)

∑
K
k=1 (n

w
d,k +α)

(16)

θ
v
d,k =

(nv
d,k +α)

∑
K
k=1 (n

v
d,k +α)

(17)

As formulated above, we can obtain updated parameters
φw, φv, θw

d,k, θv
d,k, and η. Given a new event document dnew

composed of textual words wnew and visual words vnew, we
first sample topic distributions θw

d,k and θv
d,k of the document.

We then obtain the average topic assignment vector of the
new document znew and parameters η after the Gibbs sam-
pling phase. Ultimately, the category of the new document is
predicted based on (2). Based on these predictions, we use a
maximum majority voting to obtain the final category of the
new document.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We performed experiments on a publicly accessible dataset
to verify the effectiveness of our proposed method. We first
describe the dataset structure, detail the feature extraction
process, and finally present the results and analysis.

A. Experimental Settings

Considering that the social analysis community does not
have a mature multi-modal public dataset for topic mining
and event classification, We created a dataset called HFUT-
mmdata for social event analysis research using content from
Flickr. We exploited the official API provided by Flickr
to crawl images and the corresponding textual information,
such as titles, descriptions and tags, for predefined events.
The dataset contained 74,364 documents belonging to 10
types of events with approximately 7,000 to 9,000 documents
inside each event. Each event, contained two types of modal
information: text and images. The dataset was thus suitable
for multi-modal social event analysis. It contained unrelated
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Fig. 3. The statistics of our social event dataset(HFUT-mmdata).

events (e.g., ”Adele concert tour,” ”Nepal earthquake,” and
”PRISM surveillance program”) as well as similar events (e.g.,
”Senkaku Islands dispute” and ”South China Sea dispute”).

The details of the 10 social events are listed in Fig. 3.

B. Implementation Details
Feature Extraction: For text data, we first performed pre-

processing (removed stop words and stemming) and then
simply extracted the bag-of-words features of the input text.
We extracted textual feature vectors by counting the word
frequency; that is, each entry in the textual feature vector
denoted the number of occurrences of a word. For image data,
we first divided each image into N patches (e.g., 25 patches)
on average resized them to a fixed size, and used AlexNet to
extract a 4,096-dimensional feature vector from each patch.
We used PCA to reduce them to a low-dimensional space.
Finally, the vectors of all image patches were clustered into
5,000 clustering centers by using k-means classification. Thus,
each image was converted into N words (a patch corresponded
to a visual word) of the 5,000 visual center words. Ultimately,
these images were processed using the topic model, in the
same manner as textual information.

External Knowledge: WordNet4 (or its subset, WN185, in-
troduced in [40]), is a well-known large-scale lexical database
in which words are categorized into sets of cognitive synsets,
and is often used by researcher for external knowledge. In
our implementation, we used the documents in HFUT-mmdata
as corpus to mine knowledge priors. To verify the superior
performance of the KGE-MMSLDA, we compared it with
following baselines most related to it:
• LDA [23]: This traditional LDA model mines valuable

topics from documents. We implemented the LDA algo-
rithm on textual information in our HFUT-mmlda dataset.

• MMLDA[55]: This method models multi-modal data
based on the traditional LDA to obtains more meaningful
topics .Textual and visual words are counted in this
model.

• Link-KGE-LDA[38]: This is a knowledge-based topic
model, which integrates knowledge graph embedding

4https://wordnet.princeton.edu/
5https://everest.hds.utc.fr/doku.php?id=en:transe

with the traditional topic model. This model introduces
additional knowledge into topic models using an entity
vector. In addition to sampling text words, this model
also samples entity words in the training process.

• Corr-KGE-LDA[38]: Similar to Link-KGE-LDA, this
model is a knowledge-based model, which integrates
knowledge graph embedding into a traditional topic
model in the same manner. The difference is that entity
embedding is constructed from the topics of the words
that appear in the same document during the sampling
process.

C. Results and Analysis

In this section, we first present the evaluation of our method
and the baselines on topic mining in terms of the topic
coherence index and then assess their performance in terms of
event classification. Finally, we present a qualitative evaluation
of the multi-modal topics mined by our model.

1) Coherence of Topic Mining: Topic coherence has been
regarded as an efficient measurement of the human ability to
interpret the mined topics [56], [57]. To evaluate the quality
of the topics mined by each model, we used pointwise mutual
information (PMI) [58] to measure topic coherence.

We used the PMI [58] to assess the topic coherence of each
model:

PMI (k) =
N

∑
j=2

j−1

∑
i=1

log
p(wi,w j)

p(wi) p(w j)
(18)

where N denotes the top word number of topic k and p(wi)
denotes the probability that word wi occurs in a document.
p(wi,w j) denotes the probability that wi and w j occur in the
same document. Similar to most methods [38], a higher PMI
score in ours signified a more coherent topic. Therefore, the
top 10 words of each topic were used to calculate the PMI
score. Moreover, 4,776,093 English Wikipedia articles 6 were
used to compute the PMI score.

The number of output topics K was a hyperparameter. To
choose the best value of K in the experiment, we calculated the
PMI scores of the KGE-MMSLDA from K = 10 to K = 100.
From Fig. 4, we see that the PMI scores increased rapidly
from K = 10 to K = 40, and the growth rate slowed and
eventually stabilized from K = 50 to K = 100. In general, a
larger value of K leads to longer training, whereas a smaller
value of K worsens performance. Therefore, we fixed K = 40
to compare the PMI scores of the baselines. For other datasets,
the balance point of K should be obtained experimentally.

Table I shows the PMI scores of all models run on our
HFUT-mmdata dataset. Based on these results, we can draw
the following conclusions:
(1) The MMLDA outperformed the traditional LDA, which

shows that multi-modal information can improve the
interpretation of the topics.

(2) Link-KGE-LDA and Corr-KGE-LDA were better than
traditional LDA and MMLDA, which means that the
topic model with knowledge priors improved topic in-
terpretability significantly.

6http://deepdive.stanford.edu/opendata/
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TABLE I
THE PMI SCORES COMPARED WITH OTHER EXISTING METHODS.

Methods PMI scores
LDA 78.1

MMLDA 79.8
Corr KGE LDA 79.7
Link KGE LDA 82.5
KGE-MMSLDA 89.7

(3) Our KGE-MMSLDA outperformed traditional LDA and
MMLDA model by 9-11 points. The main conclusion is
that our KGE-MMSLDA modeled the two modalities’
information and knowledge prior information in a uni-
fied topic model. Meanwhile, KGE-MMSLDA performed
better than Link-KGE-LDA and Corr-KGE-LDA, which
means that incorporating supervised information into the
topic model using the max-margin classifier and multi-
modal information was helpful for mining interpretable
topics.

Table II shows textual topics together with their PMI topic
coherence scores mined from our collected dataset using
the LDA and the KGE-MMSLDA models. We selected the
five best-matched topics from the two models. For closely
related topics, the topic words learned by the models were
similar. The following conclusions can be drawn from the
table as well, however: First, for the same topic, the PMI
score calculated using our topic model was higher than that
obtained by the traditional LDA. Second, our model mined
unique words in the same topic. For the first topic—“Wall
Street”—the KGE-MMSLDA found “square,” which was not
discovered by the traditional LDA. Similarly, for several other
topics, such as “Maritime Dispute,” “World Cup,” “Politics,”
and “Military,” the KGE-MMSLDA found “Bali,” “Brasil,”
“peace,” and “veterans,” which were missed by the LDA
model.

2) Event Classification Evaluation: To verify the perfor-
mance of the KGE-MMSLDA, we used the libSVM classifier

Fig. 4. PMI performance varying with different K values.

[59] to train event features. We compared the KGE-MMSLDA
with several related baseline methods. For each, we set the
symmetric Dirichlet priors to α = 1,βw = 0.01, and βv = 0.01.
We conducted a series of experiments with different numbers
of topics and used the best classification accuracy of each
method for comparison.

Social Event Classification: In the classification phase, the
training and testing sets were setup using the following strat-
egy: We split the dataset into five subsets and then iteratively
ran all the methods on them using five-fold cross-validation.
In each run of each algorithm, we iteratively selected one
subset as the testing set and remaining four as training sets.
Table III shows the average accuracy of the methods over the
five subsets. To verify the performance of the KGE-MMSLDA
for event classification, we added the results for a state-of-
the-art supervised topic model (MMSLDA) to Table III for
comparison. The LDA delivered the worst performance and the
proposed KGE-MMSLDA the best of all methods. Link-KGE-
LDA and Corr-KGE-LDA performed better than the traditional
LDA, which means that using entity embedding learned from
a large-scale knowledge base helped them implement dis-
criminating event representation. The MMLDA outperformed
the LDA because the modeling of text and images yield
better results of feature representation than modeling text
only. The KGE-MMSLDA outperformed the Corr-KGE-LDA,
which means that supervised information was useful for social
event classification. It also outperformed the MMSLDA and
the other four methods, which shows that integrating a max-
margin classifier and multi-modal feature representation into a
unified topic model significantly helped improve classification
performance, and knowledge embedding helped with event
classification.

Number of Topics K: We explored the impact of the
number of topics K on event classification performance. An
appropriate number of topics K can help us determine a
balance between the training time of the topic model and event
classification performance. We evaluated KGE-MMSLDA’s
accuracy together with that of mainstream methods using
different numbers of topics. Each model’s accuracy is shown in
Fig. 5, where the value of parameter K was changed from 10
to 50. As shown in the figure, our proposed KGE-MMSLDA
model stably outperformed the other methods. Note that its
classification accuracy increased rapidly when K was changed
from 1 to 25, and remained stable when K s wan the range of
30–50. The recommended value for K is 40 for our dataset.

3) Multi-Modal Topic Mining: In this study, textual infor-
mation and visual information were modeled using a unified
KGE-MMSLDA. To show the multi-modal topic mining capa-
bility of the KGE-MMSLDA, we qualitatively show its mined
topics in text and images in Fig. 6.

In a qualitative experiment, we set K to 40 and selected
four topics for analysis and visualization. We first sorted the
text topic words and image topic words by p(w|z) and p(v|z),
respectively, and list the top six topics and their corresponding
images for comparison. From Fig. 6, most learned textual
words and images were interpretable, such as Adele, Syria,
ISIS, NSA, and surveillance, and were clearly related to certain
events. For example, the textual words in topic 10 were Adele,
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TABLE II
LEARNED TOPICS OF TRADITIONAL LDA AND KGE-MMSLDA MODEL.

LDA KGE-MMSLDA
street sea 2014 korea army Day sea brazil korea army

occupy tune cup china service street island 2014 north service
wall rabbit world north soldiers occupy bali cup syria event
day island fifa south military square rabbit world war military

protest york winner asia event nepal camel brasil korean veterans
photos hotels football korean force Wall dutch fifa syrian home
march coney soccer director families temple york united dprk force
ows dr freestyle chinese memorial protest coney states civil families
2011 hotel life institute april earthquake yamada estados pyongyang family
nyc yamada worldcup japan war Photos balinese unidos peace lynch

109.7 61.23 58.1 91.4 90.2 113.7 64.5 70.5 155.9 75.1

TABLE III
CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY OF SOME MAINSTREAM METHOD.

Methods Accuracy
LDA 0.682

MMLDA 0.725
Link-KGE-LDA 0.713
Corr-KGE-LDA 0.710

MMSLDA 0.763
KGE-MMSLDA 0.851

Fig. 5. Accuracy comparison of different methods with different topic number.

syria:0.048636
syrian:0.023097

isis:0.014912
islamic:0.014596

war:0.013529
assad:0.010775

Topic 3

adele:0.053664
live:0.023571

concert:0.019264
tour:0.013824
love:0.011445
blue:0.011281

Topic 10

government:0.016485
law:0.009196

security:0.008838
nsa:0.008342

surveillance:0.007703
rights:0.007256

Topic 7

afghanistan:0.022336
u.s:0.016582

army:0.009618
force:0.009045

afghan:0.008671
security:0.008041

Topic 33

0.186121 0.183464 0.059412

0.031093 0.023181 0.022013

0.107658 0.038683 0.031269

0.029061 0.024327 0.020446

0.161762 0.064388 0.043716

0.040501 0.036252 0.033546

0.125759 0.124732 0.042885

0.038094 0.035116 0.032318

Fig. 6. Mined topics of KGE-MMSLDA.

live, concert, tour, love, and blue. Clearly, this topic was very
relevant to the event “Adele concert tour.” This relevance was
demonstrated by the images in Topic 10. Similarly, topics
3, 7, and 33 were closely associated with the Syrian Civil
War, PRISM surveillance program, and the Afghanistan War
according to Fig. 6. To summarize, the KGE-MMSLDA can
effectively mine multi-modal topics. It mined interpretable
textual topics and described specific events through textual
words and visual patches.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, We proposed a knowledge embedding-based
max-margin topic model for multi-modal event analysis called
the KGE-MMSLDA that combines knowledge embedding
with the multi-modal topic model to jointly learn an event’s
representation and the classifier in a unified framework. The
KGE-MMSLDA not only exploits multi-media data with prior
knowledge to mine more coherent and meaningful topics with
good representation, but also integrates supervised information
into the multi-modal topic model as a regularization term to
obtain discriminative representation for social event classifica-
tion. The results of experiments on a large multi-modal dataset
demonstrated that the KGE-MMSLDA outperforms main-
stream approaches for social event analysis and classification.
Despite its effectiveness, the time complexity of the proposed
method is high, because it requires three sampling processes
for text, image, and knowledge. Two possible improvements
should be explored in future work: (1) optimizing the sampling
strategy to boost sampling speed; and (2) determining other
kind of information to incorporate into the model to improve
accuracy.
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VI. APPENDIX:INFERENCE FOR CONDITIONAL
DISTRIBUTION OF TEXTUAL, VISUAL AND KNOWLEDGE

EMBEDDING TOPIC ASSIGNMENT VARIABLE Zw
d , Zv

d

According to the (4) in this paper, the normalized posterior
distribution of KGE-MMSLDA can be formulated as:

q(η,λ,Z,Θ,Φw,Φv)

=
p0(η,λ,Θ,Φw) · p(w,v,e | Z,Φw,Φv)ϕ(y,λ | Z,η)

Ψ(y,w,v,e)
(19)

Based on the data augment formula of Gibbs MedLDA in
[29], by integrating out the Dirichlet variables(Θ,Φw,Φv), (19)
can be simplified as the collapsed posterior distribution as (20).

q(η,λ,Z) ∝ p0(η) · p(w | Z) ·
L

∏
i=1

ϕi(yi,λi|Z,η)

= p0(η) ·
p(Z | w) · p(w)

p(Z)
·

L

∏
i=1

ϕi(yi,λi | Z,η)

∝ p0(η) · p(Z|w) ·
L

∏
i=1

ϕi(yi,λi | Z,η) (20)

where w,v and e represent textual, visual and knowledge em-
bedding input, respectively; η denotes the weights of classifier,
λ denotes the augmented variable, yi is a real label, L is the
number of classifiers. As p0(η) is a known prior distribution,
we ignore this term and (20) can be written as:

p(Zw
d = k | Zw

¬(d),w,v,e,η,λ)

∝ p(Zw
d = k | Zw

¬(d),w) ·
L

∏
i=1

ϕi(yi,λi | Z,η) (21)

where p(Zw
d = k | Zw

¬(d),w,v,e,η,λ) is the product of two
parts: LDA model and Gibbs regression model. In the follow-
ing, we will derive the two parts respectively. As image input
v and knowledge entity input e are irrelated to the conditional
distribution of Zw

d , the first part in the right of (21) can be
rewritten as

p(Zw
d = k | Zw

¬(d),w) =
p(w | z)

p(w¬(d) | z¬(d)) · p(wd)
· p(z)

p(z¬(d))

∝
δ(ηz +βw)

δ(nz,¬(d)+βw)
· δ(ηk +α)

δ(nk,¬(d)+α)

∝
Γ(nk,t +βw) ·Γ(∑Dw

t=1(n
¬(w)
k,t +βw))

Γ(n¬(w)k,t +βw) ·Γ(∑Dw
t=1(nk,t +βw))

·

Γ(nw
d,k +α) ·Γ(∑K

k=1(n
¬(w)
d,k +α))

Γ(n¬(w)d,k +α) ·Γ(∑K
k=1(n

w
d,k +α))

∝
n¬(w)k,t +βw

∑
Dw
t=1(nk,t +βw)

·
n¬(w)d,k +α

∑
K
k=1(n

w
d,k +α)

(22)

where

δ(x) =
∏

dim(x)
i=1 Γ(xi)

Γ(∏
dim(x)
i=1 xi)

Γ(·) is the Gamma function, n¬(w)d,k is the number of textual
words assigned to the latent topic k of document d, except

current textual word w, nw
d,k is the number of textual words

assigned to the latent topic k of document d, n¬(w)k,t is the num-
ber of textual word t of topic k that appear in all documents,
except the current textual word w. nk,t is the number of textual
words t of topic k that appear in all documents; α and βw are
the priors of the Dirichlet distribution.

In fact, the second part of the right in (21) can be seen as
a cumulative product of a series of classifiers since our model
is used for L classification tasks.

As defined in the Lemma 2(Scale Mixture Representation)
of [29], the individual distribution of a single classifier can be
expressed as

ϕi(yi,λi | Z,η) =
D

∏
d=1

1√
2πλi

d

exp(−
(λi

d + cζi
d)

2

2λi
d

)

=N(ηi;µi,εi) (23)

where ζi
d = l−yi

dηi,k, zd , l denotes the cost of making a wrong
prediction, yi is a real label, ηi,k is the weight of the classifier,
λ denotes the augmented variable, zd = 1

N ∑
N
n=1 Zn,d denotes

average topic assignment of document d. εi is the posterior
covariance matrix and µi is the posterior mean, which can
be calculated by using following formulation. Readers are
referred to the Section 4 of [29]) for details:

εi = (
1
v2 + c2

D

∑
d=1

zd · zd
T

λi
d

)−1 (24)

µi = εi(c
D

∑
d=1

yi
d

λi
d + cι

λi
d

zd) (25)

According to (23), (24) and (25), Gibbs regression model can
be expressed as

ϕi(yi,λi | Z,η)

= exp(
yi

dc(cT +λi
d)ηi,k−

2Nw
d −2

Nw
d

Λi
d,nηi,k− c2

2Nw
d

η2
i,k

Nw
d λi

d
) (26)

where Λi
d,nηi,k =

1
Nd−1 ∑

K
k=1 ηi,knd,¬n denotes the discriminant

function value of the words except the current word n, Nw
d is

the number of textual words for document d, η denotes the
classifier weights, λ denotes the augmented variable, yi is a
real label.

Thus, by combining the derivation formulas of the above
two parts, we can get the conditional distribution of Zw

d .

p(Zw
d = k | Zw

¬(d),w,v,e,η,λ)

∝
n¬(w)k,t +βw

∑
Dw
t=1(nk,t +βw)

·
n¬(w)d,k +α

∑
K
k=1(n

w
d,k +α)

·
L

∏
i=1

exp(
yi

dc(cT +λi
d)ηi,k−

2Nw
d −2

Nw
d

Λi
d,nηi,k− c2

2Nw
d

η2
i,k

Nw
d λi

d
) (27)

In the same way, the inference of conditional distribution
of visual topic assignment variable Zv

d is similar to that of Zw
d ,
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which is a product of LDA model and Gibbs regression model
according to (20).

p(Zv
d = k | Zv

¬(d),w,v,e,η,λ)

∝ p(Zv
d = k | Zv

¬(d),v) ·
L

∏
i=1

ϕi(yi,λi | Z,η) (28)

Similar to (22) and (23), p(Zv
d = k | Zv

¬(d),v) and ϕi(yi,λi |
Z,η) can be defined as

p(Zv
d = k | Zv

¬(d),v) ∝
n¬(v)k,t +βv

∑
Dv
t=1(nk,t +βv)

·
n¬(v)d,k +α

∑
K
k=1(n

v
d,k +α)

(29)

ϕi(yi,λi | Z,η)

= exp(
yi

dc(cT +λi
d)ηi,k−

2Nv
d−2

Nv
d

Λi
d,nηi,k− c2

2Nv
d

η2
i,k

Nv
dλi

d
) (30)

where Nv
d is the number of visual words for document d.

η denotes the classifier weights, λ denotes the augmented
variable, yi is a real label. n¬(v)d,k is the number of visual words
assigned to the latent topic k of document d, except current
visual word v, nv

d,k is the number of visual words assigned to

latent topic k of document d; n¬(v)k,t is the number of visual
word t of topic k that appear in all documents, except the
current visual word v; nk,t is the number of visual words t of
topic k that appear in all documents; and α and βv are the
priors of the Dirichlet distribution.

We can derive the conditional distribution equation of Zv
d

by combining (29) and (30).

p(Zv
d = k | Zv

¬(d),w,v,e,η,λ)

∝
n¬(v)k,t +βv

∑
Dv
t=1(nk,t +βv)

·
n¬(v)d,k +α

∑
K
k=1(n

v
d,k +α)

·
L

∏
i=1

exp(
yi

dc(cT +λi
d)ηi,k−

2Nv
d−2

Nv
d

Λi
d,nηi,k− c2

2Nv
d

η2
i,k

Nv
dλi

d
) (31)


